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Legend Jul 20 2019 Buried for centuries, the Vatican's darkest secret is about to be discovered . . .
And that attracts the attention of the Event Group, a top secret government organisation made up of
soldiers, scientists and historians, dedicated to uncovering the truth behind history's greatest myths.
When an old manuscript, buried deep within the Vatican archives, suggests that the legendary lost
city of El Dorado may be more than a myth, it also reveals the terrible price that's been paid to
protect it. An Event Group team, led by Major Jack Collins, is dispatched to the jungles of Amazon
Basin. Their mission: a quest that has over centuries meant disappearance and death. For Collins
and his people neither is an option . . .
Teaching Moral Sex Oct 03 2020 Whose job is it to teach the public about sex? Parents? The
churches? The schools? And what should they be taught? These questions have sparked some of the
most heated political debates in recent American history, most recently the battle between
proponents of comprehensive sex education and those in favor of an "abstinence-only" curriculum.
Kristy Slominski shows that these questions have a long, complex, and surprising history. Teaching
Moral Sex is the first comprehensive study of the role of religion in the history of public sex
education in the United States. The field of sex education, Slominski shows, was created through a
collaboration between religious sex educators-primarily liberal Protestants, along with some
Catholics and Reform Jews-and "men of science"-namely physicians, biology professors, and social
scientists. She argues that the work of early religious sex educators laid the foundation for both
sides of contemporary controversies that are now often treated as disputes between "religious" and
"secular" Americans. Slominski examines the religious contributions to national sex education
organizations from the late nineteenth century to the early twenty-first. Far from being a barrier to
sex education, she demonstrates, religion has been deeply embedded in the history of sex education,
and its legacy has shaped the terms of current debates. Focusing on religion uncovers an underrecognized cast of characters-including Quaker and Unitarian social purity reformers, military
chaplains, and the Young Men's Christian Association- who, Slominski deftly shows, worked to make
sex education more acceptable to the public through a strategic combination of progressive and
restrictive approaches to sexuality. Teaching Moral Sex highlights the essential contributions of
religious actors to the movement for sex education in the United States and reveals where their
influence can still be felt today.
The Event Group Thriller Collection, Books 1-12 Nov 16 2021 New York Times bestselling
author David L. Golemon's Event Group series is an "increasingly clever series" (Booklist) about
Department 5656, also known as the Event Group, a secret government agency dedicated to solving
America's past mysteries and bringing forth the truth behind myths and legends. Here together in a
low priced eBook bundle are the first twelve novels in this action-packed, thrilling series. EVENT
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LEGEND ANCIENTS LEVIATHAN PRIMEVAL LEGACY RIPPER CARPATHIAN OVERLORD THE
MOUNTAIN THE TRAVELER BEYOND THE SEA
Saucer Country Jun 18 2019 THEY'RE UP THERE... Meet Arcadia Alvarado, Governor of New
Mexico and Presidential hopeful. She's dealing with immigration policy, budget cuts, an alcoholic ex-and she was abducted by aliens. Or was she? Shadowy organizations, hypno-regression therapy,
missing Roswell files, a lot to deal with while running for President and in a desperate act, Governor
Alvarado seeks help from a disgraced, Harvard UFOologist who... might not be completely sane. It's
a strange road to the White House but Alvarado is determined to get there because she has
information that could stop an alien invasion and save the world. From the warped minds of writer
Paul Cornell and artist Ryan Kelly SAUCER COUNTRY is a gripping story that explores the dirty
world of politics while probing for the truth at the core of alien mythology and the American psyche.
Collects all 14 issues of the original series.
Queenmaker May 10 2021 A brilliantly told story of a strong woman in the tradition of Anita
Diamant's bestselling novel, 'The Red Tent'. All the world knows the deeds of King David but only his
first queen, Michal, knows the truth behind the praise, the self-absorbed ego hidden behind the
words of peace and wisdom.
Legend May 22 2022 Go down a river of no return, toward a fateful meeting with an animal that
predates mankind's existence by ninety million years---after a treasure that has captured man's
desires for centuries. This is what Legends are made of. The year 1533: Sent by Francisco Pizarro,
Captain Hernando Padilla and his small Spanish expedition found the legend that men had only
dared to whisper. In a lost valley deep in Brazil, he discovered what had driven men of greatness
into sheer madness: El Dorado, the largest gold deposit in the world, hidden away from the march of
time, preserved as the pristine Eden of wondrous sights and forgotten people. But what he found
wasn't just gold. Instead, Padilla and his crew awakened a devil hidden in the lost valley, a beast of
the Amazon who rises from the mother of all waters to viciously kill any who threaten the secret of
the long-vanished Incas. But one soldier survives the bloody savagery and, before dying, shares his
story with a lone priest in Peru. A secret the Vatican quickly buried away. The Present: Professor
Helen Zachary is searching for a hidden legend, buried deep within the Amazon Basin---a great beast
who has survived there since the dawn of time, a being ready to plunge modern science into a world
of darkness. And into this darkness, Professor Zachary and her team vanish. Now a letter from a
colleague of Zachary's sends the Event Group, led by Major Jack Collins, chasing down the
professor's lost expedition and into the legendary darkness of the Amazon. Dedicated to discovering
the truth behind the myths and legends propagated throughout world history, the Event Group---an
agency within the U.S. government that officially doesn't exist---ensures that mistakes from the past
are never repeated. They are a dedicated collection of the nation's most brilliant men and women of
science, philosophy and the military. Using cutting-edge technology exclusively designed for the
Event Group by the U.S. military, they travel from Brazil to the Little Bighorn, from Columbia to the
hallowed grounds of Arlington National Cemetery. As they do, the Event Group faces mounting
opposition from several different adversaries bent on either discovering the whereabouts of El
Dorado . . . or trying to bury the legend forever.
Season of the Witch Dec 17 2021 The continuing adventures of Colonel Jack Collins and the rest of
Department 5656--better known as the Event Group--as they fend off an attack at their very heart
while they must deal once again with history beginning to repeat itself.
City of Women Sep 14 2021 City of Women by David Gillham is a gripping tale of life in Berlin at the
height of the Second World War. 'In the very darkest hour, who do you trust, who do you love, and
who can be saved?' It is 1943 - the height of the Second World War. With the men taken by the army,
Berlin has become a city of women. And while her husband fights on the Eastern Front, Sigrid
Schroder is, for all intents and purposes, the model soldier's wife: she goes to work every day, does
as much with her rations as she can, and dutifully cares for her meddling mother-in-law. But behind
this facade is an entirely different Sigrid, a woman who dreams of her former Jewish lover, who is
now lost in the chaos of the war. Sigrid's tedious existence is turned upside-down when she finds
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herself hiding a mother and her two young daughters: could they be her lover's family? Now she
must make terrifying choices that could cost her everything. 'Gillham's Berlin is a terrified city,
where nobody dare speak the truth and the smallest decision can cost you your life. A terrifically
tense first novel' The Times 'In this moving and masterful debut, David Gillham brings war-torn
Berlin to life and reveals the extraordinary mettle of women tested to their limits and beyond.
Powerful and piercingly real. You won't soon forget these characters.' Paula McLain, New York
Times bestselling author of The Paris Wife 'David Gillham's excellent new novel, City of Women, is
built on one of the most extraordinary and faithful recreations of a time in history - Berlin in World
War II - that I've ever read.' Alan Furst David Gillham lives with his family in western Massachusetts.
Five Smooth Stones May 30 2020
1000+ Little Habits of Happy, Successful Relationships Oct 23 2019 New York Times
bestselling authors Marc and Angel Chernoff deliver inspiring, actionable advice for keeping
relationships strong--for couples, parents, friends, and more. Millions of readers turn to Marc and
Angel Chernoff for fresh and relevant insights for living their best lives. In their newest guide, they
share hard-won secrets for strengthening our connection to the loved ones who matter most. With
their signature combination of common sense and uncommon wisdom, they bring together ideas for
fostering intimacy and trust, expressing our needs, showing gratitude, and more. Topics include: •
10 things happy couples do differently • 10 powerful truths every parent should read • 7 things to
remember about toxic family members • 20 powerful mantras to stop the drama in your life • 9
mindful ways to remain calm when others are angry An inspiring touchstone to read with a partner,
with a friend, or solo, this simple yet powerful book offers an instant insight for anyone seeking to
better understand and nurture the bonds that bring us together and make our lives whole.
Ripper Feb 19 2022 The real Jack the Ripper is loose, and this time he's brought friends to the
darkness of the deep desert in the newest adrenaline rush from David Golemon, The New York
Times bestselling author of Legacy. In the tradition of works by James Rollins, Preston and Child and
Matthew Reilly, Ripper is the latest in an action-packed series about the nation's most secret
agency—The Event Group. In 1887, the British Empire contracted brilliant American professor
Lawrence Ambrose to create a mutant gene to turn an ordinary person into an aggressive fighting
machine. But all too quickly, Ambrose was found to be behind a streak of vicious murders, and in a
cover-up of massive proportions, Queen Victoria ordered the project, and Ambrose, terminated. Thus
the legend of Jack the Ripper was born. The killings stopped as suddenly as they had begun—but not
because Ambrose was caught. Instead, he escaped and returned home to America where he and his
formula faded into history. But in 2012, a raid against a Mexican drug lord uncovers a small cache of
antiquated notebooks containing long-buried instructions to create blind killers out of normal men.
Enter the Event Group and Col. Jack Collins, who are desperate to stop one of their most feared
enemies. When the formula is loosed in the underground halls and vaults of the Event Group
complex itself, brother will battle brother, and for the first time in many men's brave lives they will
understand the true meaning of fear. The next heart-stopping chapter in the New York Times
bestselling Event Group series, Ripper takes readers to new levels of suspense, where death could
be hiding around any corner on this non-stop thrill ride.
Event Oct 27 2022 Let David Lynn Golemon thrill you with Event from the magnificent Event Group
series. IT WAS THE BIGGEST COVER-UP IN HUMAN HISTORY. AND IT WAS KEPT HIDDEN FOR A
REASON. But when a new danger emerges, there are some who know that we have seen this before.
And that in order to survive, we must revisit the past. Only inside the Event Group, a top secret
government agency made up of the brightest and best from the worlds of science, philosophy and
the military, dedicated to uncovering the hidden truths behind history's greatest myths and legends,
are there the skills, knowledge and resources to face a threat to our very existence. Taking the lead
is the agency's newest recruit, Major Jack Collins. Despatched to the desert wastelands of the
American Southwest, Collins and his team will have to draw on understanding from the past - and
unlikely an unlikely ally - to win their battle for mankind's future . . . Praise for David Lynn Golemon
and the EVENT series: 'Sure to satisfy fans of The X-Files' Publishers Weekly 'Imagine mixing in a
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blender Tom Clancy with the movie Predator and the X-Files ... non-stop action' Library Journal
'Spectacularly cinematic . . . a flat out adrenalin rush' New York Times bestselling authors Judith and
Garfield Reeves Stevens David Lynn Golemon grew up in Chino, California and worked for the US
military in a classified role. He now lives and writes in Long Island, New York. His Event Group
Series includes the titles Event, Legend, Ancient, Leviathan and Primeval, all of which are available
in Penguin eBook form. Visit David's website at eventgroupfiles.com
Leviathan Jul 24 2022 Let David Lynn Golemon thrill you with Leviathan from the magnificent
Event Group series. LEGEND COMES TO LIFE - TO BRING DEATH TO THE DEEP The ships of the
world are under fire - attacks so sudden and vicious that most of them sink without even making a
distress call. As navies from many nations attempt to locate the losses and find this destructive and
hidden enemy, even their ships disappear without a trace. Enter the Event Group - the most secret
organization in the U.S. government's history - a group of the brightest and best soldiers and
scientists, led by Colonel Jack Collins. As they race to find a solution, they discover they are up
against the most advanced undersea vessel in history - and an insane genius who wants to dispense
his own twisted justice to the world . . . Praise for David Lynn Golemon and the EVENT series: 'Sure
to satisfy fans of The X-Files' Publishers Weekly 'Imagine mixing in a blender Tom Clancy with the
movie Predator and the X-Files ... non-stop action' Library Journal 'Spectacularly cinematic . . . a flat
out adrenalin rush' New York Times bestselling authors Judith and Garfield Reeves Stevens David
Lynn Golemon grew up in Chino, California and worked for the US military in a classified role. He
now lives and writes in Long Island, New York. His Event Group Series includes the titles Event,
Legend, Ancient, Leviathan and Primeval.
Overlord Oct 15 2021 In the stunning conclusion to the Matchstick Man saga that began with Event
and continued with Legacy, the End of Days is upon humanity---invasion has arrived! Some speculate
that the war between the two worlds began 700 million years ago, while others say it started in 1947
over a small town in New Mexico called Roswell. Regardless of dates, the war is now upon us, and
after centuries of watching, the enemy attacked. The plans of a million years are finally ready for
what we have always known was coming---Armageddon. As world allies fall to the wayside, a
growing political faction from several nations sends a clear signal that cooperation between the
superpowers and the lesser states cannot succeed. As nations start a mad scramble to realign their
military structures, the war begins silently in the depths of the oceans, and flares to global
brightness with the first military strike in history between two different worlds. Only one element in
the arsenal of the world can possibly give Earth a fighting chance at survival---a small being that has
already saved the world once in the Arizona desert is now called upon to outthink his former
masters---the Matchstick Man. While Matchstick Man searches for the real motivation behind the
invasion, the Event Group is the one entity that refuses to accept the inevitable defeat of humankind.
They've learned that the answer to this war has always been here on earth buried deeply in our
ancient past, and that they may even hold the clue to salvation inside their own artifact vault. But
with the devastating loss of its military arm and one of their leaders, Colonel Jack Collins, the group
is being torn apart by internal conflict and devastating personal decisions. Even worse, the group's
old enemies have returned to take revenge, and the worst fears of Department 5656 are realized---a
breach in security allows intruders to get at the secrets inside the complex in Nevada. Can the group
come together to defeat their enemy and defend the planet? As the war wages on, countries fall,
nations fight to the last man, and the fate of the planet depends on a few good men and women in
this action-packed thrill ride from New York Times bestselling author David L. Golemon.
The Silent Boy Sep 02 2020 From the No. 1 bestselling author of THE AMERICAN BOY comes a
brilliant new historical thriller set during the French Revolution. Selected as Historical Novel of the
Year by The Times and Sunday Times, and picked as one of Radio 4’s Crime Books of the Year.
The Traveler Mar 20 2022 267,000 BCE. The continent was its own world, untouched by the planetwide catastrophe that ended the reign of the dinosaurs over sixty-five million years before. A traveler
arrives in the jungles of this ancient world who will fight to survive carnivorous creatures in a land
never meant for human kind. In another time and in a land far distant, men and women struggle to
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recover from the loss of so many of their own in a battle. Inside of this Group, Colonel Jack Collins
has summoned the best of the best from the most secretive organization in the United States
government, The Event Group, to help him in his quest. The new mission is to recover one of their
own: to bring home a lost soldier from a world that existed in the distant past. To accomplish the
impossible, Department 5656, the Event Group, will have to travel to a place and time far removed
from their own world - almost 300,000 years in the past. The trail to find the technology to
accomplish time travel will be ripe with treachery and murder as the Group fights to bring home
their friend, Captain Carl Everett, a man that was lost in a battle to save the world. This will be a
fight that if lost, will change the very history of the planet and thus our present.
A Whiter Shade of Pale Mar 08 2021 1939 HOLLYWOOD-THE LAND OF DREAMS FOR MANY, A
PLACE OF NIGHTMARES FOR SOME. One hundred young women, seeking the elusive stardom of
the silver screen, have come up missing without a trace. With Hitler and Tojo running rampant
across the globe, and with the world falling apart around them, it will be up to the men and women
of the Sunset Detective Agency and investigator, Samuel Dalhart, to come up with the answers to
the most complex series of disappearances ever to hit the glittered sidewalks of Los Angeles.
Coming to the defense of a Hollywood legend centered in the sights of not only the L.A. Police
Department, but J. Edgar Hoover himself, Dalhart and his band of investigators must clear the
greatest star of the century, Charlie Chaplin, against the assault of law enforcement looking for
someone to blame, and the "Little Tramp" is their target. With a huge cast of Hollywood legends
rivaling any movie script, the trail that is followed leads to the inescapable conclusion that
something has arrived in Los Angeles and a most evil and ancient legend has come with it. With
cameos from the most achieved actors of their time, the stars themselves become embroiled in an
unbelievable reality that has escaped the very pages of Universal Studio's most famous horror
movies. The die has been cast and the Sunset Detective Agency will be plunged into a battle against
a blackness that has found sanctuary in the most brightly lit corner of the globe-Hollywood. The
beast has escaped the insanity of Europe and is now stalking its new prey, an easy hunt of the young
women who only wished to find fame and fortune in the movie capital of the world. The dark nights
are closing in and the brightest lights of the city cannot keep this ancient legend at bay, and the
hunt for this beast will set up the greatest battle of Good vs. Evil ever conceived in the place known
for its glitz and glamor-Tinseltown. The monster of filmland is here and he is very hungry.
Unconventional Warfare (Special Forces, Book 1) Dec 05 2020 Discover the secret missions behind
America's greatest conflicts. Danny Manion has been fighting his entire life. Sometimes with his
fists. Sometimes with his words. But when his actions finally land him in real trouble, he can't fight
the judge who offers him a choice: jail... or the army. Turns out there's a perfect place for him in the
US military: the Studies and Observation Group (SOG), an elite volunteer-only task force comprised
of US Air Force Commandos, Army Green Berets, Navy SEALS, and even a CIA agent or two. With
the SOG's focus on covert action and psychological warfare, Danny is guaranteed an unusual tour of
duty, and a hugely dangerous one. Fortunately, the very same qualities that got him in trouble at
home make him a natural-born commando in a secret war. Even if almost nobody knows he's there.
National Book Award finalist Chris Lynch begins a new, explosive fiction series based on the reallife, top-secret history of US black ops.
Treasure of the Dead Mar 28 2020 Maddock and Bones set off on their first treasure hunting
adventure! 1715- Blown far off course, their treasure-laden ship sinking, a crew of Spanish sailors
struggles ashore, only to encounter a horror out of their worst nightmares. Dane Maddock and
Bones Bonebrake have left the Navy SEALs and set out on a search for the legendary lost treasure
fleet. The search takes them to Haiti, where they encounter the forces of a madman bent on finding
the treasure in order to fund his maniacal experiments and help him seize the power he craves. But
not all their foes are human. Mystery, history, and legend meet as Maddock and Bones scour ancient
ruins, plumb the depths of the sea, and come face to face with pure evil in their quest for the
Treasure of the Dead. Praise for David Wood and the Dane Maddock Adventures! “Dane and
Bones.... Together they're unstoppable. Rip roaring action from start to finish. Wit and humor
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throughout. Just one question - how soon until the next one? Because I can't wait.” -Graham Brown,
author of Shadows of the Midnight Sun “What an adventure! A great read that provides lots of
action, and thoughtful insight as well, into strange realms that are sometimes best left unexplored.” Paul Kemprecos, author of Cool Blue Tomb and the NUMA Files “A page-turning yarn blending high
action, Biblical speculation, ancient secrets, and nasty creatures. Indiana Jones better watch his
back!”–Jeremy Robinson, author of SecondWorld “With the thoroughly enjoyable way Mr. Wood has
mixed speculative history with our modern day pursuit of truth, he has created a story that thrills
and makes one think beyond the boundaries of mere fiction and enter the world of 'why not'?” -David
Lynn Golemon, Author of the Event Group series “A twisty tale of adventure and intrigue that never
lets up and never lets go!” -Robert Masello, author of The Einstein Prophecy “Let there be no
confusion: David Wood is the next Clive Cussler. Once you start reading, you won't be able to stop
until the last mystery plays out in the final line.”-Edward G. Talbot, author of 2012: The Fifth World
“I like my thrillers with lots of explosions, global locations and a mystery where I learn something
new. Wood delivers! Recommended as a fast paced, kick ass read.”-J.F. Penn, author of Desecration
The Tea-planter's Daughter Sep 21 2019 Oday is Julia Clockhouse's twenty-fifth birthday. Her longsuffering Hindu servants are frantically trying to organise a party for her, but it's hard to do so amid
the havoc wreaked by her wild spirit. They think she is possessed. Daughters of colonial tea-planters
shouldn't have souls that escape their bodies, move objects with their minds, hear tongueless yogis
speak. Julia Clockhouse does. As the day passes and the chaos mounts in the kitchen, Julia listens
desperately for the return of her husband. Ben may have married her on the orders of her
domineering father, but he had come to love her; together they had found the happiness they missed
in childhood. But by the time the party guests are tumbling in from the rising fury of the monsoon
Ben has still not come.
Next Jan 26 2020 The Number One international bestselling author of Jurassic Park, Congo and
Sphere blends fact and fiction to create a near-future where genetic engineering opens up a whole
new world of terrifying, page-turning possibilities...
Beyond the Sea Apr 21 2022 The Soviet battle cruiser Simbirsk, which launched in June 1940 and
was reported sunk in 1944 with the loss of all hands, is still sailing the open sea. January of 2017:
American Los Angeles class submarine U.S.S. Houston is tracking a surface target that is not listed
as part of the Russian navy’s response to the NATO maneuvers. What they find will set in motion the
answers to one of the great mysteries of World War II. With the Russian navy bearing down on the
Houston and international tensions running high, the United States Navy declares the Soviet-era
derelict legal salvage under international law. With the world’s most powerful navies going toe-totoe in the North Atlantic, the President of the United States calls upon the one organization that has
a chance to figure out why this ship is in this time, in this place—Department 5656, also known as
the Event Group. When the Group arrives, they are confronted by three warships of the Russian
Navy who have come to claim Russian property. The two groups meet and soon discover that the
ancient battle cruiser is not a derelict at all, but fully functional with a mysterious apparatus that
sent the original crew to their deaths. In the midst of their warfare in the tossing seas, both navies
are sent into a realm of unimaginable terror—an alternate world of water, ice, and death. The Event
Group has a new mission when relics of the fabled Philadelphia Experiment surface in Beyond the
Sea, the twelfth thrilling hit in New York Times bestselling author David L. Golemon's Event Group
series.
Love, Theodosia Feb 25 2020 A Romeo & Juliet tale for Hamilton! fans. In post-American Revolution
New York City, Theodosia Burr, a scholar with the skills of a socialite, is all about charming the right
people on behalf of her father—Senator Aaron Burr, who is determined to win the office of president
in the pivotal election of 1800. Meanwhile, Philip Hamilton, the rakish son of Alexander Hamilton, is
all about being charming on behalf of his libido. When the two first meet, it seems the ongoing feud
between their politically opposed fathers may be hereditary. But soon, Theodosia and Philip must
choose between love and family, desire and loyalty, and preserving the legacy their flawed fathers
fought for or creating their own. Love, Theodosia is a smart, funny, swoony take on a fiercely
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intelligent woman with feminist ideas ahead of her time who has long-deserved center stage. A
refreshing spin on the Hamiltonian era and the characters we have grown to know and love. It’s also
a heartbreaking romance of two star-crossed lovers, an achingly bittersweet “what if.” Despite their
fathers’ bitter rivalry, Theodosia and Philip are drawn to each other and, in what unrolls like a Jane
Austen novel of manners, we find ourselves entangled in the world of Hamilton and Burr once again
as these heirs of famous enemies are driven together despite every reason not to be.
Raising Atlantis Jun 30 2020 Experience the first “outrageous adventure with a wild dose of the
supernatural” (Clive Cussler, New York Times bestselling author) in the New York Times bestselling
Atlantis trilogy, following archeologist Conrad Yeats, his father, and linguist Serena Serghetti as
they search for the lost city of Atlantis. During a top secret dig in Antarctica, the United States
government discovers a stunning and ancient secret: the legendary lost city of Atlantis. Dr. Conrad
Yeats, the foremost authority on megalithic architecture, is brought in along with his estranged
father, General Griffin Yeats, and his former lover, the linguist Serena Serghetti, to explore this
astonishing civilization hidden beneath the ice. But their investigation uncovers something shocking
that threatens the very existence of humanity and together, they are thrust into a deadly race
against the apocalypse. “Raising Atlantis grabs hold of you from the first page and pulls you into an
astonishing world of scientific fact and fiction, suspense, and good old-fashioned adventure” (Nelson
DeMille, New York Times bestselling author). Visit the official Raising Atlantis website at
RaisingAtlantis.com to unlock lost chapters and download free ebooks featuring Conrad Yeats and
Serena Serghetti.
Carpathian Aug 13 2021 The Event Group tackles their most challenging mission yet in this noholds-barred thrill ride from the New York Times bestselling author of Ripper and Legacy Perfect for
fans of Clive Cussler, James Rollins, and Matthew Reilly, the latest gripping thriller from David L.
Golemon takes the Event Group---the nation's most secret agency---to the brink in a heart-stopping
race against time. Rumors of the seemingly magical victory that allowed the Exodus of Israelites
from Egypt have resonated through the archaeological world for decades. Now evidence has been
discovered that points to a new explanation of how the ancient Hebrews destroyed the unstoppable
army of Pharaoh with a tribe of warriors who disappeared a generation later, after the destruction of
the City of Jericho, taking with them the most valued treasures of a people without a homeland.
Today a treasure of a different kind is unearthed at the lost ruins of Jericho, one that will change the
history of God's Chosen People for all time—the petrified remains of an animal that could not exist.
Enter the Event Group. Led by Col. Jack Collins, the Group's brilliant men and women gather to
discover the truth behind not only the Exodus, but also the magnificent animals that led the defeat of
Pharaoh's army. On a whirlwind race to save the most valuable treasure and artifacts in the history
of the world from those who would destroy them, the Event Group will come face-to-face with every
myth, legend, and historical truth that has ever unfolded in the mythic and larger-than-life
Carpathians---or as the area was once known, Transylvania, the land of Vlad the Impaler. The newest
pulse-pounding installment in the New York Times bestselling Event Group Series, Carpathian
pushes the limits of suspense, where every chapter contains new twists and revelations in this
exciting, page-turning read.
The Mountain Jun 23 2022 In 1863 a meeting takes place between legendary war leaders--a secret
alliance that will never show up in any American history books. A clandestine arrangement has been
struck for a single chance to heal a war-torn nation. The mission is to bring the greatest prize in the
world back to American soil-remnants of pre-history's greatest ship and most startling mystery. The
prize may lie on a mountain top inside the fierce Ottoman Empire, yet the men who seek it are only
days away from trying to kill one another. In 2007, America's darkest agency known to only a
privileged few as the Event Group, has been tasked by the President to bring home a famous former
astronaut who was on a mission to bring back the greatest biblical artifact-Noah's Ark. It will be up
to the newly-installed Director of Security at Department 5656, Major Jack Collins and his team of
brilliant men and women, to rescue the archeological expedition from forces that will kill to keep the
mysterious artifacts inside the territorial borders of Turkey. THE MOUNTAIN is the latest entry in a
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series that ratchets up the suspense with each new installment. Combining the action of James
Rollins and Matthew Reilly, David L. Golemon sets the bar even higher with his New York Times
bestselling series.
In the Still of the Night Feb 07 2021 Set in the world of The Supernaturals, one of Riffle’s Ten Best
Haunted House Books of All Time, In the Still of the Night, a supernatural thriller from New York
Times bestselling author of The Event Group series David L. Golemon, will make your Halloween
extra spooky this year. Five years ago, the ghost hunting Supernaturals disbanded after being
accused of faking their experiences at Summer Place. Now, the eccentric, but brilliant, team of
scientists and paranormal experts are being asked to join forces once again—this time to save the
President. Through strenuous investigation and mysterious messages about returning home, the
team soon discovers the long lost home of the president: a small town in California called Moreno, a
modern ghost town. When the Supernaturals go to Moreno for answers, they find a presence;
something came to Moreno after WWII, something that’s still locked in a steel vault in the basement
of the town’s old movie theater. To make matters worse, the thing in the basement is starting to pull
them into its time, Halloween of 1963. With the body count rising, it’ll be up to the Supernaturals to
find an explanation for what this paranormal being is and how to defeat it.
Mass Effect Apr 28 2020 An original novel written by Hugo Award-winning author N. K. Jemisin
and Mass Effect creative director Mac Walters Lieutenant Cora Harper joined the Systems Alliance
to develop and enhance her powerful biotic talents. She was assigned to the asari commando unit
Talein’s Daughters, where she honed her abilities to become a skilled and deadly huntress.
Returning to Earth, Cora finds herself a stranger among other humans, and joins the Andromeda
Initiative as Alec Ryder’s second-in-command. The mission will send 100,000 colonists on a one-way,
600-year-long journey into the unknown. When essential—and dangerous—tech is stolen, Cora is
assigned to recover it before it can be used against the Initiative, and end the mission before it can
begin. Copyright © 2017 Electronic Arts Inc. EA, the EA logo, Mass Effect, Mass Effect: Andromeda,
BioWare and the BioWare logo are trademarks of Electronic Arts Inc.All Rights Reserved.
Empire of the Dragon Jan 18 2022 Join Colonel Jack Collins, Carl Everett, and Director Niles
Compton, and the rest of the Event Group staff, in their latest adventure! Skies will explode, oceans
of sand will rise, and ancient seas from the bowels of the Earth will be called upon to protect the
greatest secret in all of China-The legend of Empire of the Dragon.
The Supernaturals Sep 26 2022 Named One of Riffle's Ten Best Haunted House Books of All Time
Built at the turn of the twentieth century by one of the richest and most powerful men in the world
tucked away in the pristine Pocono Mountains, Summer Place, a retreat for the rich and famous,
seems the very essence of charm and beauty, “a scene borrowed from a wondrous fairytale of
gingerbread houses, bright forests, and glowing, sunny meadows.” But behind the yellow and white
trimmed exterior lurks an evil, waiting to devour the unwary... Seven years ago, Professor Gabriel
Kennedy’s investigation into paranormal activity at Summer Place ended in tragedy, and destroyed
his career. Now, Kelly Delaphoy, the ambitious producer of a top-rated ghost-hunting television
series, is determined to make Summer Place the centerpiece of an epic live broadcast on Halloween
night. To ensure success, she needs help from the one man who has come face-to-face with the evil
that dwells in Summer Place, a man still haunted by the ghosts of his own failure. Disgraced and
alienated from the academic community, Kennedy wants nothing to do with the event. But Summer
Place has other plans... As Summer Place grows stronger, Kennedy, along with the paranormal ghost
hunting team, The Supernaturals, sets out to confront...and if possible, destroy...the evil presence
dwelling there.
Cibola Apr 09 2021 1539- In a remote Spanish outpost, one man holds the secret to the greatest
treasure and deadliest secret in human history. Utah, Present Day Cave paintings in a newlydiscovered Indian site provide evidence that Christ visited the New World. Or do they? Dane
Maddock returns in another unforgettable adventure! When Dane rescues beautiful archaeologist
Jade Ihara, he joins her on asearch for the legendary Seven Cities of Cibola. Cibola takes the reader
on a journey across the American southwest, where the ruins of the mysterious Anasazi hide deadly
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secrets, and foes lurk around every corner. Dane and his partner "Bones" Bonebrake must decipher
clues from the fabled Copper Scroll, outwit their enemies, and be the first to unlock the secret of
Cibola.
The Andromeda Evolution Aug 01 2020 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Fifty years after The
Andromeda Strain made Michael Crichton a household name—and spawned a new genre, the
technothriller—the threat returns, in a gripping sequel that is terrifyingly realistic and resonant. The
Evolution is Coming. In 1967, an extraterrestrial microbe came crashing down to Earth and nearly
ended the human race. Accidental exposure to the particle—designated The Andromeda
Strain—killed every resident of the town of Piedmont, Arizona, save for an elderly man and an infant
boy. Over the next five days, a team of top scientists assigned to Project Wildfire worked valiantly to
save the world from an epidemic of unimaginable proportions. In the moments before a catastrophic
nuclear detonation, they succeeded. In the ensuing decades, research on the microparticle
continued. And the world thought it was safe… Deep inside Fairchild Air Force Base, Project Eternal
Vigilance has continued to watch and wait for the Andromeda Strain to reappear. On the verge of
being shut down, the project has registered no activity—until now. A Brazilian terrain-mapping
drone has detected a bizarre anomaly of otherworldly matter in the middle of the jungle, and, worse
yet, the tell-tale chemical signature of the deadly microparticle. With this shocking discovery, the
next-generation Project Wildfire is activated, and a diverse team of experts hailing from all over the
world is dispatched to investigate the potentially apocalyptic threat. But the microbe is
growing—evolving. And if the Wildfire team can’t reach the quarantine zone, enter the anomaly, and
figure out how to stop it, this new Andromeda Evolution will annihilate all life as we know it.
Emotional Intelligence Dec 25 2019 This study argues that "emotional intelligence" is more
important than a high IQ in terms of how one performs in life. It claims that qualities such as
impulse control, persistence, zeal, self- motivation, empathy and social deftness are the
characteristics of people who excel.
Ancients Aug 25 2022 Ancients is an action-packed thriller in the Event Group series by David Lynn
Golemon. The lost city of Atlantis is the stuff of legend. A vast treasure of secret knowledge and
unimaginable wealth. An entire civilisation that disappeared for unknown reasons, forgotten in the
mists of time. But now, battle lines are being drawn to claim the immense power which once resided
there. On one side, led by Colonel Jack Collins, is the Event Group - a top secret government
organisation made of the most brilliant soldiers, scientists and historians on earth, all dedicated to
discovering the truth behind the world's greatest unsolved myths. They must take down a shadowy
conspiracy of men fuelled by hatred who want to unleash a weapon which could change life as we
know it forever . . . The Event Group must race against time to end a twelve thousand year-old trail
of destructive malice in David Lynn Golemon's Ancients. The Event Group series also includes Event
and Legend. Praise for David Lynn Golemon and the EVENT series: 'Sure to satisfy fans of The XFiles' Publishers Weekly 'Imagine mixing in a blender Tom Clancy with the movie Predator and the
X-Files ... non-stop action' Library Journal 'Spectacularly cinematic . . . a flat out adrenalin rush' New
York Times bestselling authors Judith and Garfield Reeves Stevens David Lynn Golemon grew up in
Chino, California and worked for the US military in a classified role. He now lives and writes in Long
Island, New York. His Event Group Series includes the titles Event, Legend, Ancient, Leviathan and
Primeval.
The Last Hunter - Descent (Book 1 of the Antarktos Saga) Nov 23 2019 I've been told that the entire
continent of Antarctica groaned at the moment of my birth. The howl tore across glaciers, over
mountains and deep into the ice. Everyone says so. Except for my father; all he heard was Mother's
sobs. Not of pain, but of joy, so he says. Other than that, the only verifiable fact about the day I was
born is that an iceberg the size of Los Angeles broke free from the ice shelf a few miles off the coast.
Again, some would have me believe the fracture took place as I entered the world. But all that really
matters, according to my parents, is that I, Solomon Ull Vincent, the first child born on Antarcticathe first and only Antarctican-was born on September 2nd, 1974. If only someone could have warned
me that, upon my return to the continent of my birth thirteen years later, I would be kidnapped,
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subjected to tortures beyond comprehension and forced to fight...and kill. If only someone had
hinted that I'd wind up struggling to survive in a subterranean world full of ancient warriors, strange
creatures and supernatural powers. Had I been warned I might have lived a normal life. The human
race might have remained safe. And the fate of the world might not rest on my shoulders. Had I been
warned.... This is my story-the tale of Solomon Ull Vincent-The Last Hunter.
Dourado Nov 04 2020 A sunken treasure. An ancient Biblical artifact. A mystery as old as
humankind. On January 25, 1829, the Portuguese brig Dourado sank off the coast of Indonesia,
losing its cargo of priceless treasures from the Holy Land. One of these lost relics holds the key to an
ancient mystery. But someone does not want this treasure to come to light. When her father is
murdered while searching for the Dourado, Kaylin Maxwell hires treasure hunter and former Navy
Seal Dane Maddock and his partner Uriah "Bones" Bonebrake, to locate the Dourado, and recover a
lost Biblical artifact, the truth behind which could shake the foundations of the church, and call into
question the fundamentally held truths of human existence. Join Dane and Bones on a perilous
adventure that carries them from the depths of the Pacific to ancient cities of stone as they unravel
the mystery of the Dourado.
The Wild Rose Jul 12 2021 The third book in the sweeping, multi-generational saga that began with
The Tea Rose, The Wild Rose is a "lush story of epic proportions" (Romantic Times Book Review).
The Wild Rose is a part of the sweeping, multi-generational saga that began with The Tea Rose and
continued with The Winter Rose. It is London, 1914. World War I looms on the horizon, women are
fighting for the right to vote, and explorers are pushing the limits ofendurance in the most
forbidding corners of the earth. Into this volatile time, Jennifer Donnelly places her vivid and
memorable characters: Willa Alden, a passionate mountain climber who lost her leg while summiting
Kilimanjaro with Seamus Finnegan, and who will never forgive him for saving her life; Seamus
Finnegan, a polar explorer who tries to forget Willa as he marries a beautiful young schoolteacher
back home in England; Max von Brandt, a handsome German sophisticate who courts high society
women, but has a secret agenda in wartime London. Many other beloved characters from The Winter
Rose continue their adventures in The Wild Rose as well. With myriad twists and turns, thrilling
cliffhangers, and fabulous period detail and atmosphere, The Wild Rose provides a highly satisfying
conclusion to an unforgettable trilogy.
The Book of Secrets Aug 21 2019 In 1988, a retired schoolteacher named Pius Fernandes receives
an old diary found in the back room of an East African shop. Written in 1913 by a British colonial
administrator, the diary captivates Fernandes, who begins to research the coded history he
encounters in its terse, laconic entries. What he uncovers is a story of forbidden liaisons and
simmering vengeances, family secrets and cultural exiles--a story that leads him on an investigative
journey through his own past and Africa's.
Silver Jan 06 2021 Two thousand years ago, thirty silver Tyrian shekels were paid to secure the
most infamous betrayal of all time. Later, the grandsons of Judas Iscariot, Menahem and Eleazar ben
Jair, melted and reforged the silver shekels as a dagger which was lost... until now. A religious cult
calling itself the Disciples of Judas has arisen in the Middle East. Followers in thirteen European
cities martyr themselves in the name of Judas Iscariot and promise forty days and forty nights of
terror. Sir Charles Wyndham pulls together a team of combat specialists, codename Ogmios, to fight
the terrorists and protect the Pope, whom they believe the terrorists intend to assassinate.
The Traveler Jun 11 2021 After learning that she pledged her life to deception, Quin and her oldest
companion Shinobu search for answers in the past about the Seeker legacy and uncover a sinister
plan, begun generations ago, with the power to end it.
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